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Steve and Gail Quigg. . . Thanks, Farewell and Godspeed

S

teve and Gail Quigg came to MSI in 2001 when the civil war
in Congo (Zaire) had made it impossible to continue their
ministry there. After three evacuations, it was evident that a more
permanent living and work situation needed to be found. Joe
Hopkins heard about their situation and contacted the Quiggs to
see if they might be interested in helping with the growing MSI
ministry. Steve and Gail were interested, and the General Board
of Global Ministries (GBGM) of the United Methodist Church
graciously agreed to a part time secondment (loan) of the Quiggs
to MSI—with GBGM covering their salary. This proved to be a
tremendous blessing to MSI as we did not have the resources to
cover it.
The expertise, energy, ideas, creativity, and enthusiasm that
the Quiggs brought were a huge boost to MSI’s ministry. Steve’s
role as MSI Vice-President of Field Services—with his gifts of
writing, presenting, encouraging, and communicating—were
just what we needed. Gail’s special ministry to the women of
encouraging, listening, and “pampering” them during MSI visits
was invaluable to the ministry. Words cannot do justice to express
how much they have meant to all of us at MSI and the mission
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aviation community. In many ways the results are evident.
At the close of this year, the job the Quiggs have been doing
with GBGM is being phased out, and they have accepted a new
position with GBGM as the Mission Advocates for the NorthCentral Jurisdiction. This will bring many changes. They will be
leaving Pennsylvania and their responsibilities will increase as
they represent the mission work of GBGM to the United Methodist
Churches in the upper Midwest region. As a result of the increased
workload, GBGM determined that they were unable to renew the
secondment arrangement with MSI.
Of course this was not welcome news to any of us, but was
also not completely unexpected, and is understandable. We are
saddened to have to bid farewell to the Quiggs and their direct
involvement with MSI. We want to publicly express our extremely
deep appreciation and gratitude for the wonderful service they
have provided to MSI and to our members through the past 14
years. We will greatly miss them, but rejoice in this new path of
ministry God has for them. Please continue to hold the Quiggs up
in prayer as they make this transition and for MSI as we adjust to
fill a huge hole in the heart of our ministry.

Jon Egeler
President
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Early on, MSI Founder Joe Hopkins had the idea that there ought to be a positive relationship between mission aviation
agencies and insurance expense—that missions who invested in efforts to provide safe operations should have fewer accidents
and thus lower insurance costs. As MSI matured and became well positioned within the missions community, current President
Jon Egeler brought that concept into reality as the Aviation Insurance & Risk Management Alliance Program (AIRMAP) in 2007.
Participating missions are required to have periodic outside audits. Membership in AIRMAP has doubled—from 17 original to
the current 34 participants. The graph above indicates the dramatic reduction in accident costs over the last 8 years. The reality
is that insurance premium costs have not had as dramatic reduction as the accident rates (shown above). The counterpoint is that
the insurance industry has seen the continuing efforts of missions to have safe operations and has made their individual coverages far more comprehensive than otherwise possible. Participating missions are pleased with the AIRMAP cooperative program.
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SAMAIR Bolivia

S

by Jon Egeler

AMAIR has been serving the people of Bolivia since 1977, and the
ministry continues to this day. Based in Santa Cruz, they currently
have the only Angel aircraft in missionary service and a Cessna
206. Most of their flights provide vital transportation to the church,
missionaries, volunteers and medical teams throughout Bolivia.
Garry Barkman, the Director of Safety at Moody Aviation
joined me to perform a Safety Audit of the SAMAIR Bolivia
flight program in August. I have known Garry since we were
both Moody Aviation students back in the 1980s, but this was the
first time we have been able to do an audit together. It was a very
enjoyable experience, and the SAMAIR team were very gracious
hosts during our visit.
Jon Egeler Photo

One of the unique features of the program is that Avgas is
quite inexpensive in Bolivia compared to the rest of the world.
Bolivia has its own oil supply, and is one of the few countries still
refining Avgas. This allows SAMAIR Bolivia to fly their planes
for a cost much lower than most missionary aviation programs
elsewhere.
There have been some major challenges for SAMAIR
Bolivia recently. The first was the news that the small private
airstrip where they have been based for many years was sold, and
they had to move. While we were there conducting the audit, they
were already sorting through everything, and deciding whether it
was worthwhile to disassemble the hangar and move it, or just start
over. Nobody likes to move, but they seemed to
be taking it in stride pretty well.
The other issue could prove to be an even
bigger obstacle. All across the globe, validating
or issuing licenses for foreign pilots has become
somewhat of a political football, and Bolivia is
no exception. While we were there for the audit,
authorities had declined to issue local license
ratings to fly the Angel and to issue a permanent
license to one of the pilots to fly the 206. Appeals
were being made through official channels, but the
process was still not resolved the last we heard. If
this issue is not resolved, it could mean the end
of the SAMAIR program in Bolivia. I know they
would appreciate your prayers regarding this.

MSI

MSI
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At Your Service in Suriname
by Steve Quigg

M

years, we discovered a team
that was highly motivated
and excited about where
this
Christ-centered
ministry was headed.
The diversity of the team
reflected that of the country
itself, with Dutch, Javanese,
and
African
cultural
backgrounds all part of
the mix, but the thing that
unified the team was their
love for Christ and a desire
to serve Him well. That
was seen in the enthusiasm
of the passengers who
specifically sought out
MAF-Sr’s services because
of the quality of the care
shown to them on every
flight. It was reflected in
the new passenger checkin and waiting area which
were among the very best

y smartphone’s travel tracking app “Been” (available for free
in the App Store) claims that the 45 countries I’ve spent
significant time in during my life on the road has only gotten me
to 18% of the world’s countries. You could perhaps forgive me
then when I confess that my excitement about the pending trip
to Suriname in early September wasn’t exclusively about the audit
we were about to conduct for MAF-Suriname. After all, with a
population of just over half a million and a population density of
3.5 people per square kilometer, Suriname isn’t exactly at the center
of very many people’s travel plans. It certainly had never been a part
of mine, nor my colleague Glen Ferguson’s, nor indeed even MSI’s.
Glen and I knew it was going to be an interesting trip when we
discovered that it was easier, cheaper and faster to get to Ethiopia’s
capital of Addis Ababa on Africa’s northeast coast than it was to get
to Suriname’s capital of Paramaribo on South America’s northeast
coast. But off we went anticipating a work and travel adventure. We
weren’t to be disappointed.
Mission Aviation Fellowship has been active in Suriname
for decades. Originally a part of the MAF-US world, the MAFSuriname (MAF-Sr) program was spun off to local leadership
almost twenty years ago and has been actively serving the needs
of the church and the country ever since as Surinaamse Zendings
Vliegdienst. Although the program has gone through more than
a few literal and physical ups and downs through the intervening
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we had ever seen in missionary aviation. It was reflected in the
two almost new GippsAero Airvans on the flight line and in the
beautiful Cessna 206 which arrived fresh from its refurbishment
by MMS Aviation while we were doing the audit. It was seen in the
way the team came together, whether it was for a meal, a time of
prayer, or a project in the hangar.
The majority of MAF-Sr’s flight activity these days is medical
related. Nearly half of the country’s population lives in the country’s
few urban centers which leaves huge swaths of the country remote
and largely undeveloped. Airplanes are the only quick and
practical means of delivering medical personnel, equipment, and
medications to the interior. Working with medical missions, NGOs,
and government agencies, MAF-Sr enables untold thousands of
people to receive a practical expression of Christ’s love through the
medical care provided by the teams it delivers on location. But the
flight program enables far more than just physical ministry. Soon
after we left, MAF-Sr blocked out two full weeks on the schedule
board for flying indigenous Indians to and from a major Bible
conference. Would
the conference have
taken place without
MAF’s
services?
Yes. Would it have
had the enormous
and
far-reaching
spiritual impact it
had without them?
Not a chance.
It is sometimes
a tortuous path
linking MSI’s safety
work to the ministry
which takes place on
the spiritual front
lines. In Suriname
it is—fortunately—
rather direct. In
recent years, the
Unknown Photographer

MAF-Sr program leadership invested a great deal of time and effort
in building team unity and in raising funds to improve the program’s
equipment and infrastructure. It was critically important for them
to receive affirmation from an independent outside source that
their time and efforts had been invested wisely. They received that
affirmation. It was also important for them to receive confirmation
that the problem areas they had already identified were as critically
important as they thought. They received some very hard truths
spoken in love. As strange as it might seem, receiving such
affirmations and confirmations is liberating, enabling program
energies to be focused and issues prioritized. That in turn frees
up more human and physical resources for accomplishing the
ministry at hand.
So now that I’ve “Been” to 46 countries and counting, the
world seems just a tiny bit smaller and more connected. MAFSuriname has become a part of our world and MSI a part of theirs.
We are both the richer for it.
MSI
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Missionary
Flights
International
			

by Jon Egeler

I

n September, MSI once again made the trek to Fort Pierce, Florida to
audit Missionary Flights International (MFI). As with all our Safety
Audits, this audit of MFI’s operations was taken very seriously. We
carefully chose the team to join me—Michael Stroh, Mike Hynes, and
Jim & Diana Brownlee—considering the background and expertise
of each team member and matching the needs of the organization to
the team as closely as possible. We let the contact person at MFI know
what our expectations were, and let him start making arrangements—
accommodations, meals, places to conduct interviews for everyone
including the wives, and the all-important schedule to ensure people
were available for interviews and on-site inspections, all without
disturbing MFI’s busy schedule. Pre-audit questionnaires were
distributed, filled out, and returned to us to distribute to the audit
team. Manuals and documentations were sent to us and distributed to
the whole team. Various duties were assigned and expectations were
laid out. Brent Killian, MFI’s Safety Officer did a tremendous job
pulling it all together and the audit went off with nary a hitch.
MFI has been flying out of Florida into the Caribbean for 50
years. A ministry that began with one man flying a single engine Piper
has grown and matured into an organization flying two turbine engine
DC-3’s with another on the way. Along with the 20+ full time staff, a

8

host of part time volunteers help sort mail and supplies, package and
prepare, and load and unload vast amounts of cargo. In addition, the
DC-3s also carry many passengers to and from ministry assignments
in Haiti and the Dominican Republic. Along with the DC-3s, a Cessna
310 provides transportation for smaller loads.
Besides the main ministry of MFI “Standing in the Gap” by
providing mail, supply, and passenger service to the missionaries in the
Caribbean, they are often key first responders to natural disasters such
as hurricanes and earthquakes. During the earthquake relief efforts for
Haiti a couple of years ago, MFI was a hub of activity, managing nearly
a dozen aircraft flying relief supplies and personnel. More recently,
they have been very busy flying support for hurricane relief efforts in
the Caribbean.
One of the things we noted on this visit while walking with one of
the new auditors through the hangar, he commented on a number of
items that were very positive and demonstrated a strong commitment
to the safety of the people that work there. It was interesting to me
that most of the items he noticed were improvements that MFI had
made in response to previous MSI audits! MSI is very happy to play a
part in supporting a vital ministry such as MFI that plays such a huge
supporting role in the Caribbean.
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Arctic Barnabas Ministries
by Joe Hopkins

T

he month of May in Alaska is a transition month. Weather is
moving from winter to summer. Some folks like winter. Some
like summer. Neither is good or bad—just different. This past May
as I drove from Anchorage to Kenai there was beautiful winter
snow on the mountains but at highway level spring/summer was
beginning to show.

moved on from ABM and others came on board. The net result was
a smaller group to do the work. Coupled with this was the decision
to have most of their aircraft maintenance done by another mission
close by instead of doing it in-house.
Thirdly, there was not only a reduction in the number of
aircraft being operated by ABM but also changes in the models
used. As of the time of the audit they had two aircraft for carrying
out the ministry—a single engine Cessna 206 and a twin engine
Piper Aztec.
The stated purpose of Arctic Barnabas Ministries is to
“strengthen and encourage pastor and missionary families to
effectively advance the Gospel of Jesus Christ throughout remote
Alaska & Northern Canada” and is based on the scripture from
Romans 1:11-12, “I long to visit you so I can bring you some
spiritual gift that will help you grow strong in the Lord. When we
get together, I want to encourage you in your faith, but I also want
to be encouraged by yours.”
In seeking to accomplish their purpose ABM is working hard
at adapting to the above mentioned changes and transitions and
at mitigating any risks that may be associated with them. Through
leadership training, operations manual development and seeking
to fill voids in staffing, progress is being made. This audit revealed a
sincere desire by everyone for a safe environment and a safe operation.
MSI

As I proceeded through my week
there performing a safety audit for Arctic
Barnabas Ministries (ABM) I was able to
observe several transitions.
One transition involved changes and
improvements made since the previous
MSI audit three years earlier. Obvious
was the effort put into following up on the
recommendations made at the first MSI
audit.
A second transition taking place was
in the area of personnel. Some staff had
All Photos in this article
courtesy of Joe Hopkins
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SOAR
by Jim Brownlee

J

im and Diana Brownlee
traveled to Kenai, Alaska the
first week of May to complete
the safety audit for SOAR
International
Ministries
(Service and Outreach Alaska to
Russia).
Kenai is the headquarters of
SOAR International Ministries,
but their primary ministry is in
Russia. They are partnering with
Russian churches to provide
ministry teams and humanitarian
aid in areas near Moscow, in
the country of Abkhazia and in

eastern Russia. A large portion of their ministry is with children’s
Bible camps and with orphanages.
SOAR uses their aircraft to fly from Kenai
to Nome and then across the Bearing Sea to the
Chukotka peninsula of eastern Russia. The SOAR
twin engine Piper Navajo is well suited for the over
water operation. However, for the past few years
they have not been able to fly due to new government
requirements. They are waiting for permission to
use the aircraft again to continue this part of their
outreach.
SOAR has four families and two single ladies
based in Kenai and one Russian family based in
eastern Russia. They have three multi-engine rated
pilots and two of the pilots are also certificated
mechanics with inspection authorizations. SOAR
has a very nice hangar facility on the Kenai Airport
that serves as the base for their aviation ministry and
headquarters for the mission.
Since the last MSI audit SOAR had made good
progress in documenting their operational processes
and best practices. As with every new audit there
were recommendations for improving safety.
The SOAR website: http://www.soarinternational.org
MSI

All Photos in this article
courtesy of Jim Brownlee
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To the Summit and Back – MSI’s Safety Summit of 2015
by Steve Quigg

I

n the immortal words
of George Mallory,
you climb the mountain
“because it is there.”
Mallory’s mountain was
Everest. The missionary
aviation
community’s
mountain is aviation safety.
Until risk is reduced to an
acceptable level—and is
the loss of even one of God’s precious children “acceptable”?—the
challenge of conquering the safety mountain will ever rise before us.
For the fifth time in MSI’s history, the call went out to rally the
Faithful to the task, “Come! Let us reason together, talk together,
explore together, and learn together.” And so they came. Fortyeight delegates from 19 organizations gathered on the outskirts of
Waxhaw, NC. in early November as part of MSI’s Safety Summit to
take missionary aviation safety to heights it had never been before.
They came, they conquered, and three days later, they left; but left
inspired and better prepared to improve aviation safety within their
own organizations and with those with whom they work.
MSI has been calling people to such Safety Summits since 2004,
although this was the first such gathering since 2010. Locations
have ranged from the hills of East Tennessee to the flatlands of
the Netherlands, to the desert of Tucson, and now, for the second
time, to JAARS in the woods of Waxhaw, NC.
Each one has had its own flavor and particular
focus, but the common themes have always
been to review the state of the safety culture
in the missionary aviation community, share
community assets for improving that culture,
and identify the most pressing safety needs
which MSI should be addressing. It was out of
previous Summits that things like the common
core of operating standards and the AIRMAP
insurance cooperative emerged. Unique to this
Summit was a gathering of the spouses of many of
the attendees who took a serious look at aviation
safety from their own perspective. By the end
of the final day, the list of topics covered, assets
All Photos in this article
courtesy of Terry Brabon

shared, and community
needs identified was truly
significant.
The Summit was an
example of the missionary
aviation
community
working at its best,
reasoning and sharing
together to conquer a
common challenge. The
Summit belonged to the community, not to MSI. We just happened
to be better placed to draw the community together than most any
other organization because of our day to day work across such a
broad spectrum of the missionary aviation world. But it is very much
a symbiotic relationship. Without the scores of organizations using
aviation to further their ministry, there would be no reason for MSI’s
existence. Without MSI’s safety work, it’s reasonable to suppose that
some of those organizations would not be in existence today.
Until the Lord returns or new technology replaces our
steeds of the sky, there will always be aviation safety challenges to
conquer and summits to climb. Thanks to the efforts of so many
gathered in Waxhaw this month, MSI’s Safety Summit of 2015 took
the missionary aviation community perhaps higher up the safety
mountain than it has ever been before. The glory of the Lord was a
bit easier to see from there.
MSI
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In Memoriam
Terrell “Terry” Moose 1919 – 2014
by Joe Hopkins, MSI Founder

W

ord was recently received of the passing of a dear friend of
many in the world of missionary aviation. Just a few months
short of his 95th birthday Terry Moose passed into the presence of
the Lord he loved and served on September 19, 2014.
Captain Moose was a founding board member of Mission
Safety International, Inc. in 1982 and played an active role for many
years traveling the world over helping MSI and other missions with
safety seminars and audits.
Reflecting on Terry and his involvement with MSI over more
than a quarter century, three aspects of his life seem to stand out:
Engaging, Endearing and Ending:
Engaging – Terry’s engagement with aviation began while
working at the airport during his studies at John Brown University.
He soloed in 1940 and went on to instruct in the Civilian Pilot Training
Program. In 1944 he hired on with
American Airlines where over the
years he progressed from the DC3, DC-6, Convair 240, Lockheed
Electra on into jets such as the Convair 990, Boeing 707, BAC-111 and
ending his airline career in the DC10 and Boeing 747 where he spent
much of his time in pilot training.
His engagement with missionary aviation began when he was
asked by a friend and missionary
pilot to help him deliver a Cessna
airplane to Brazil. Soon thereafter,
in 1966, Terry was one of four aviation leaders invited to provide a safety seminar and refresher course for
many mission pilots in Brazil. Best
we can determine this was the first
ever formal Safety Seminar for missionary aviation.
Endearing – Shortly before
his retirement with the airline Terry
received a Master’s Degree in Counseling which he put to good use at

his home church in Dallas, TX. His experience in flying and counseling gave him a unique perspective in understanding the problems and hurts so common to those flying and maintaining aircraft
in far off places. His travels on behalf of MSI and other Christian
missions around the world gave ample opportunity to put his gifts
to work. In each instance he endeared himself to those whose lives
and work benefited by his ministry.
Ending – During Terry’s time with MSI, we were pleased to
honor him, first, in 1991 with a scrapbook of memorabilia of his 25
years of service to mission aviation and a book containing congratulatory letters from all over the world from those whose lives had
been enriched—perhaps even saved—through his ministry.
Second, in 2005 he was presented with the Joseph G. Hopkins, Jr. Safety Award in recognition
of his faithful dedicated service to
missionary aviation safety. At last
count Terry had participated in at
least 69 Safety Seminars and Audits
as well as many Board meetings.
His response to the board in a letter
reveals his heart and passion. [See
side-bar]
Finally, the MSI board of directors was pleased to approve Board
emeritus status for him. Terry continued his participation with the MSI
board for several years afterward as
long as he was able to travel.
Perhaps his most personally
satisfying ending was during his later years as he spent time with family, including 13 grandchildren and
14 great grandchildren!
Terry—on behalf of all missionary aviation—we love you, we
thank you, we appreciate you and
we look forward to our reuniting
with you in the safe haven of the
home our Heavenly Father has prepared for us.
MSI

Terry Moose Letter to MSI November 5, 2005
I deeply appreciate the honor that you and the MSI Board bestowed upon me last Friday October 28, 2005.
There are so many memories associated with it—countless jungle and mountain strips—the faces of the various
people served as well as those many faces of those serving in many varied capacities. What has impressed me the
most is the advance of knowledge and sophistication from the first seminars to the present—from programs put
together by mimeographed materials to the present power-point computerized presentations, even though the
seminars might be deep in the jungle.
My goal from the beginning was to bring the mission groups from franchised territories into working as a
unit to open the fields to the common goal of bringing His love to those who didn’t know Him. I believe that MSI
is on the verge of bringing this about.
My prayers will always be that you will be attuned to His calling and His supplying of all your needs.
								In His Love, Terry Moose
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MSI Top Safety Concern No. 5
Non-compliance to Procedures and/or
Lack of Accountability

O

ne of the greatest threats to safety in aviation is when
established procedures are not followed. While there may be a
time and place for not following procedures—usually an emergency
or extremely unusual circumstance—they have been put into
place to ensure our success and safety. Most procedures have been
thoroughly thought out and some have even been learned the hard
way—through someone’s injury or death. But the best procedures
in the world do absolutely no good if they are not followed.
There are many reasons people don’t follow procedures.
Perhaps they don’t know the procedures due to lack of training.
Perhaps they don’t understand why the procedures are in place,
and slowly they get ignored or modified. Perhaps the procedures
don’t really make sense, don’t fit the situation, or there are better
ways to get the job done. Perhaps the person just doesn’t feel like
obeying someone else’s orders or suggestions.
Whatever the reason, failure to follow procedures puts the
person and organization at great risk. The attempted operation
may be successful, but there may be dangers and things that the
operator is not aware of or considering. Normally a great deal of
effort and input goes into designing procedures, with multiple
people involved over quite some time. Lots of variables and “what
ifs” are considered. Others’ experience and expertise is sought.
Finally at the end of the process, a good procedure is agreed upon
that minimizes the risks and gives the greatest likelihood of success.
But all this effort at risk management goes out the window if the
operator fails to follow the prescribed procedure.
In the missionary aviation world, our observation is that the
most common reason procedures are not followed is because the
procedures are not understood or the operators are not trained
well. Training is critically important if you want procedures to
be followed. First of all, the person doing the training needs to
have a good understanding of why the procedure exists. (This is
not always the case in flight training when the instructor is very
inexperienced.) Then the trainer needs to pass that information
clearly on to the person learning the procedure. The procedure
needs to be taught, understood, demonstrated, and practiced. As
it is repeated, it becomes habitual, and is followed to a very high
degree. Hopefully, as trainees learn why the procedure is in place,
they are also picking up the underlying principles, so they can
apply that to new situations, also.

The failure to follow procedures becomes especially dangerous
when such failure is not detected and corrected by supervisors. The
potential for something going wrong increases exponentially the
longer the detection is delayed. In the world of single crew flight
operations, this can be a real problem. Pilots can develop bad
habits or be doing things their supervisors would never condone,
and no one knows about it. Periodic check rides may catch it, but
not necessarily. This lack of accountability, though not intentional,
creates a great potential for error.
One of the best tools to address the lack of accountability and
ensure compliance to procedures is having a properly trained crew
of two or more in the cockpit. Cockpit crews that have good training
in Cockpit (or Crew) Resource Management (CRM) monitor each
other and challenge when things are not done correctly. However,
in smaller aircraft, having multiple crew members is often not
economically viable.
Another tool that is becoming available due to developing
technology is flight data monitoring (FDM). Although FDM has
been around for quite some time through the use of Flight Data
Recorders and Cockpit Voice Recorders, these devices have been
so expensive, they have only been in widespread use in large
commercial aircraft. In recent years, however, the development
of inexpensive digital recording devices has allowed flight data
recording to become reachable even for small aircraft.
Many flight schools now record every flight, so the instructor
and student can review it together afterward. This has become
an extremely valuable tool for flight instruction. It can also be a
valuable tool for a pilot as he continues with his career, to continue
to evaluate his performance after the fact, when he is not dealing
with the myriad of things going on at the same time that flight
entails. With the use of specialized software, many flights can be
analyzed in a short time to find unusual patterns or dangerous
trends. Failure to follow procedures can be detected and corrected,
before painful consequences kick in.
What I have been describing has been in use for some time,
known as Flight Operational (or Operations) Quality Assurance
(FOQA). Long an activity primarily of the airlines and corporate
flight departments, it now is becoming possible even for missionary
aviation. I look forward to the time when we can become even
more proactive, and even predictive in our efforts to

Make Safety a Way of Life!
Erratum. On page 3 of the July, 2015 issue of Safety
Net in the article “Congo Calling,” the Cessna Caravan pictured was owned and operated by MAF, not
UMAM. Safety Net regrets this inadvertence.

Mission Safety International, Inc.
328 E. Elk Avenue, Suite 1
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643-3351
Telephone 423-542-8892 FAX 423-542-5464
E-mail info@msisafety.org www.msisafety.org

Ref: FAA Advisory Circular 120-82

Jon Egeler
President

Safety Net is published periodically by Mission Safety International Inc., Harold W. Berk, Ed.
Articles appearing in this newsletter are the expression of the writer and edited as appropriate.
Every attempt is made to represent information and opinions accurately and fairly and in such
manner that an uninformed reader will not be drawn to erroneous conclusions. However,
there is no guarantee that these objectives will be fully realized.

